
 

The UN General Assembly 

in its 11th emergency special session  

facing the 

„Climate Collapse Triple Tipping Point Year 2020“ 

decides 

the following 

Global Emergency Resolution* 

against  

Global Genocide 

 

1. To safeguard humankind to the most effective degree, the acts, 

committed by leaders of governments, industry, investment funds 

or any legal entity, of massively ignoring, boycotting or 

contravening the UN Paris Agreement and its measures specially to 

safe carbon sinks, to decarbonize and to transition the global 

economy to the use of renewable energy sources as soon as 

humanly possible, is seen and will be charged as acts of global 

Genocide and/or a global Crime against Humanity 

 

2. Specially because of the most currant danger of meeting the (1.) 

Global Tipping Point of collapse of the evapotranspiration system of 

the Amazon rain forest allready in 2020 with high danger of 

collapse of global climate: 

- to cut, burn or anyhow else destroy any further tree of the 

Amazon rain forest or any other rain forest has been and is strictly 

forbidden from now on as beeing a massive breach of UN Paris 

Agreement as well as global genocide 

 



3. Specially because of the most currant danger of deciding the 

Brazilian proposed law 191 to allow to convert rain forest land into 

industrial land in 2020 and so very soon reach the (2.) Global 

Tipping Point of destruction of a global carbon sink with high 

danger of collapse of global climate: 

 

- to transfer (and to decide to transfere) rain forest land into 

private, farm, mining, oil drilling, building, infrastructure land or any 

other form of industrial land has been and is strictly forbidden from 

now on as beeing a massive breach of UN Paris Agreement as well 

as global genocide 

 

4. Specially because of increasing massive attacks against indigenous 

peoples in Brazil: 

 

- to destroy rain forest land as home of indigenous peoples and/or 

to threaten, terrorize, evict and/or kill members of indigenous 

peoples has been and is strictly forbidden from now on as beeing 

committing genocide against them 

 

5. Specially because of the extremely high danger of missing the 

absolute essential global survival goal to massively reduce carbon 

emissions latest (!) in 2020 according to the 2020 Carbon Crunch 

Curve, which is the (3.) Global Tipping Point: 

 



 
 

- to approve, construct and/or start any further oil, coal and/or gas 

production, transport and/or processing facility has been and is 

strictly forbidden from now on as beeing a massive breach of UN 

Paris Agreement as well as global genocide 

 

6. Specially because of the extremely high danger of missing the 

absolute essential global survival goal to massively reduce carbon 

emissions latest (!) in 2020 according to the 2020 Carbon Crunch 

Curve, which is the (3.) Global Tipping Point: 

 

- to pay subsidies or invest into oil, coal and/or gas production, 

transport and/or processing facilities has been and is strictly 

forbidden from now on as massive breach of UN Paris Agreement 

as well as global genocide 



 

7. All leaders of governments, industry, investment funds or any legal 

entity, who are responsible to fulfil the Paris Agreement, are once 

more and very most urgently called to realize the „Climate Collapse 

Tripple Tipping Point Year 2020“ and immediately act according to 

UN Paris Agreement specially according to the above global 

emergency rulings of the UNGA to stop and avoid current global 

genocide 

 

8. The ICC as the UN institution with the most effective power to stop 

and punish individuals, who commit ultimate criminal acts against 

single peoples and even all peoples as whole mankind, is as well 

called to realize the „Climate Collapse Tripple Tipping Point Year 

2020“ and to actively avoid further global genocide by immediately 

 

a) start investigations against those responsibles mentioned above who 

ignore the „Climate Collapse Tripple Tipping Point Year 2020“ and 

have not and/or do not act according to UN Paris Agreement and/or 

even act massively against it (specially as in the above most 

forbidden cases) and so commit global genocide 

 

b) order immediate provisional protection measurements according to 

Art. 68 Rome Statute to most effectively protect mankind and 

 

c) build an “ICC Task-Force against industrial destruction of rain 

forests” and an “ICC Task-Force against Global Genocide” 
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